X-ray studies on crystalline complexes involving amino acids and peptides. Part XX. Crystal structures of DL-arginine acetate monohydrate and DL-lysine acetate and a comparison with the corresponding L-amino acid complexes.
Crystals of DL-arginine acetate monohydrate, C6H15N4O2+C2H3O2-.H2O, are monoclinic, P2(1)/c, with a = 13.552(2), b = 5.048(2), c = 18.837(3) A, beta = 101.34(2) degrees and Z = 4, and those of DL-lysine acetate, C6H15N2O2+.C2H3O2- are triclinic, P1, with a = 5.471(2), b = 7.656(2), c = 12.841(2) A, alpha = 94.48(1), beta = 94.59(2), gamma = 98.83(2) degrees and Z = 2. The structures have been solved by direct methods and refined to R = 0.058 and 0.077 for 1522 and 1259 observed reflections respectively. The difference in the number and the nature of proton donors leads to a difference in hydrogen bond density in the two structures. The basic elements of aggregation in both the structures are pairs of amino acid molecules, each pair stabilized by two centrosymmetrically related hydrogen bonds involving alpha-amino and alpha-carboxylate groups, stacked along the shortest dimension to form columns. The pairs are held together in each column by head-to-tail sequences. The columns stack along a crystallographic axis to form layers. Adjacent layers are bridged by acetate ions. The amino acid-acetate interactions are primarily through side chains and involve specific interactions and characteristic interaction patterns. The gross features of molecular aggregation are nearly the same in DL-arginine acetate monohydrate and L-arginine acetate whereas they are substantially different in the lysine complexes. In both cases, one of the two head-to-tail sequences in the L complex is replaced by a hydrogen bonded loop involving alpha-amino and alpha-carboxylate groups, in the DL complex. This may have implications for prebiotic condensation during chemical evolution.